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Abstract
While Raman hyperspectral imaging has been widely used for label-free mapping of biomolecules in cells, these measure-
ments require the cells to be cultured on weakly Raman scattering substrates. However, many applications in biological
sciences and engineering require the cells to be cultured on polymer substrates that often generate large Raman scattering
signals. Here, we discuss the theoretical limits of the signal-to-noise ratio in the Raman spectra of cells in the presence of
polymer signals and how optical aberrations may affect these measurements. We show that Raman spectra of cells cultured
on polymer substrates can be obtained using automatic subtraction of the polymer signals and demonstrate the capabilities
of these methods in two important applications: tissue engineering and in vitro toxicology screening of drugs. Apart from
their scientific and technological importance, these applications are examples of the two most common measurement
configurations: (1) cells cultured on an optically thick polymer substrate measured using an immersion/dipping objective; and
(2) cells cultured on a transparent polymer substrate and measured using an inverted optical microscope. In these examples,
we show that Raman hyperspectral data sets with sufficient quality can be successfully acquired to map the distribution of
common biomolecules in cells, such as nucleic acids, proteins, and lipids, as well as detecting the early stages of apoptosis.
We also discuss strategies for further improvements that could expand the application of Raman hyperspectral imaging on
polymer substrates even further in biomedical sciences and engineering.
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Introduction
Spontaneous Raman microspectroscopy (RMS) is a power-
ful noninvasive and label-free technique for cell biology,1,2
offering specific chemical imaging of biomolecule distribu-
tion and quantification at the single-cell level3–7 monitoring
of biological processes such as apoptosis,8–11 stem cell dif-
ferentiation,12–14 effects of drugs on cancer cells,15–17 and
host–pathogen interactions.18 Raman microspectroscopy
measurements of biological systems requires the detection
of low numbers of inelastically scattered photons, and in
order to measure these weak signals, low-background sub-
strates such as fused quartz, MgF2, or CaF2 are often
chosen to minimize undesirable background photons.19,20
Using such substrates, RMS allows Raman spectra to be
obtained from single cells with diffraction limited spatial
resolution. When combined with sample raster scanning
(a full Raman spectrum is collected at each pixel), this
allows Raman hyperspectral imaging to be carried out,
which provides rich three-dimensional (3D) data sets
(two spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension).
Nevertheless, cells in nature are rarely isolated and exist
in a variety of complex microenvironments, such as the
extracellular matrix in tissues. For real applications in bio-
logical sciences and engineering, quartz, MgF2, or CaF2 are
rarely used. Many research areas involve studying cells in
the presence of other materials that are important for
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the particular application being investigated. Polymers
are widely used in biomedical engineering applications (e.g.,
tissue engineering scaffolds), and due to their low cost and
availability, polymer containers are used for routine cell cul-
ture or cell biology assays. A popular biocompatible and bio-
degradable polymer is PLGA (poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide)),
which is commonly used as a scaffold in tissue engineering
applications21 and has also been proposed as a biomedical
material for selective adhesion of tumor cells by specific
nanopatterning of thin PLGA films.22 Another example is
polystyrene (PS), which is ubiquitous in the form of cell cul-
ture plates in bioscience laboratories. Polystyrene is desirable
as it is inexpensive, safely disposable, and can be used for
high-throughput measurement, which is important in applica-
tions such as anti-cancer drug screening.
Such polymer substrates are usually compatible with
most other optical microscopy techniques such as fluores-
cence and phase contrast. However, they produce a large
background Raman spectrum as the polymers themselves
typically have both a larger Raman scattering cross-section
compared to the cells. This comparatively large Raman
scattering signal from the polymer introduces an associated
shot noise, which can easily envelope the Raman scattering
from the cells. For this reason, measurements on such sub-
strates are usually avoided with RMS. However, it would
clearly be advantageous if RMS was compatible with such
systems, as it has the potential to offer additional vibra-
tional spectroscopic insight into cell–cell or cell–substrate
interactions on these polymer materials, as well as expand-
ing its use to a range of applications where routine plastic
ware is used (well-plates, Petri dishes, culture flasks, etc.).
Here, based on a simple geometric optics model, we
discuss the theoretical signal-to-noise (S/N) limits of per-
forming RMS of cells cultured on polymer substrates and
how optical aberrations may influence results. We then
demonstrate Raman hyperspectral imaging of cells in two
different systems, where several post-processing steps,
which are already available in the literature, are applied
to the data. The first example involves Raman imaging of
ovarian cancer cells on thin PLGA substrates with nanotex-
tured topography, measured through a quartz coverslip.
The second involves measuring breast cancer cells treated
with an anti-cancer drug directly through standard PS cul-
ture wells, where aberrations will be significant, resulting in
a large background signal.
Materials and Methods
Raman Microspectroscopy
The instrument used for studying ovarian cells (OVCAR3)
cultured on PLGA substrates is based on the instrument
described in Sinjab et al.,23 but using only a single excitation
beam on the optical axis. A 785nm CW Ti:sapphire laser is
used for excitation (SpectraPhysics), attenuated to
100–200mW (measured at sample). The beam is delivered
through a modified inverted microscope (Olympus IX71),
with a motorized scanning stage (Proscan III, Prior scientific).
An f/1.8 imaging spectrometer (LS 785, Princeton
Instruments) with a 128 1024 charge-coupled device
(CCD; iDus 401 BR-DD, Andor) was used for the measure-
ment of the Raman scattered light. OVCAR3 cells adhered to
PLGA films (0.4–0.6mm thick) were placed onto a fused
quartz substrate (t¼ 0.18mm, SPS supplies) and measured
using a 60, 1.2NA water immersion objective with a work-
ing distance of 0.28mm (UPLANsapo, Olympus, Japan).
The instrument used for measuring the breast cancer
cells (MCF-7) in PS well-pates had a 785 nm continuous
wave laser (I0785SM0300PA-MOPA, Innovative Photonics
Solutions) with 50 mW of total power delivered to the
sample. The beam was directed through an inverted micro-
scope (Eclipse Ti-S, Nikon, Japan) with a motorized stage
(Proscan II, Prior Scientific), with Raman backscattered
light collected by a spectrometer (Model 2500þ High
Performance Raman Module, RiverD, Netherlands)
equipped with a 128 1024 CCD (iDus 401 BR-DD,
Andor). Home-built LabVIEW software (National
Instruments) was used for raster scanning measurements.
MCF-7 cells on standard disposable PS culture wells (thick-
ness t¼ 1.0mm, Corning 35mm TC-Treated Culture
Dishes, product number 430165), using a 50, 1.2NA,
oil-immersion objective, optimized for RMS, with a working
distance of 1.5mm (RiverD, The Netherlands).
Cell Cultures
Human breast adenocarcinoma cell line (MCF-7; American
Type Culture Collection) and human ovarian carcinoma cell
line (Ovcar3; U.S. National Cancer Institute) were grown in
standard T75 flasks. MCF-7 cells were grown in RPMI 1640
media supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and
L-glutamine. Ovcar3 cells were grown in RPMI 1640 media
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, L-glutamine, and
0.01mg/mL bovine insulin. Both cell lines were maintained at
37 C in a 5% CO2 humidified environment.
Ovcar3 Cells Cultured on PLGA Films
Ovcar3 cells were seeded on PLGA films at a density
of 6 105 cells/film and incubated at 37 C for 2 h.
Afterwards, cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at
room temperature for 10min and stored in PBS before
being transferred under the Raman microscope.
Paclitaxel Preparation
Paclitaxel (LC Laboratories) was initially dissolved in
DMSO to get a solution of 0.01M and subsequently diluted
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with MCF-7 growth medium to afford stock solutions with
a drug concentration in the range of 0.1–50 mM. The con-
centration of DMSO reached 0.5% (w/v) in the 50 mM
Paclitaxel solution and had no significant influence
(P> 0.05) on cell viability compared to the untreated
cells. In all the remaining working solutions, the concentra-
tion of DMSO never exceeded 0.1% (w/v).
MCF-7 Cytotoxicity Assay
The MCF-7 cells were seeded in a 96-well plate at a density
of 10 103 cells/well. Cells were allowed to attach for 24 h
at 37 C before the medium was removed and replaced
with 100mL of medium containing the appropriate
Paclitaxel concentration (0.1 mM, 1 mM, 10 mM, 25 mM,
50 mM). 0.5% DMSO and growth medium without addition
of Paclitaxel (0mM, Fig. 6d) were used as vehicle controls.
Four replicate wells were used for each drug concentration
and controls. Cells were treated for 24 h at 37 C before
cell viability was determined using a PrestoBlue assay;
100 mL of PrestoBlue solution (10% in medium) was
added to each well and the plate was incubated at 37 C
for 1 h. After incubation, the plate was read using a
FLUOstar Omega plate reader with the excitation/emission
wavelengths set at 544/590 nm and the PrestoBlue
response compared to untreated cells. The percentage of
cell viability was calculated using untreated cells as a max-
imal proliferation.
MCF-7 Cells Cultured in PS Well-Plates Treated
with Paclitaxel
The MCF-7 cells were plated into sterile polystyrene
culture dishes (Corning 35mm TC-treated culture dishes,
product number 430165) at a density of 6 105 cells/dish
and incubated at 37 C for 24 h. Afterwards, the media was
removed and cells were incubated with 1.5mL of media
containing the appropriate Paclitaxel concentration
(10 mM and 50 mM) for 4 h and 24 h at 37 C. As a control
group, MCF-7 cells maintained in growth media were used.
After the required incubation time, cells were fixed in 4%
(w/v) paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 10min
and stored in PBS before being transferred under the
Raman microscope.
Statistical Analysis
The results are given as mean SD. Statistical analysis
was performed with GraphPad Prism 7 software using
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by
Tukey’s t-test for multiple comparisons. *P< 0.05 was
considered significant, **P< 0.001 was considered highly
significant. P> 0.05 was considered not statistically
significant.
Raman Data Processing
All data processing, optical aberration, and S/N ratio mod-
eling was done in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc.) using
custom home built functions. Raman shift axis calibration
was carried out using a polystyrene spectrum and a third-
order polynomial fit to six bands. The raw hyperspectral
data were first processed to remove cosmic ray spikes.
Following this, automated background subtraction of the
full spectral window was performed using the method
used by Lieber and Mahadevan-Jansen24 with a third-
order polynomial fit, and automated polymer signal removal
using the method of Beier and Berger25 using ten iterations
for algorithm optimization. Following this, noise reduction
based on singular value decomposition (SVD) using princi-
pal component analysis (PCA) was carried out, with the
maximum number of PCs decided on a cell-by-cell dataset
basis.8 Band-area maps were then generated by integrating
the intervals 760–800 cm–1 for the 788 cm–1 nucleic acids
O–P–O stretch band, 1400–1510 cm–1 for the 1450 cm–1
CH2 stretch (predominantly lipid) band, and 1585–
1700 cm–1 for the 1650–1660 cm–1 amide I protein band
(a local linear baseline was subtracted).
Results and Discussion
Theoretical Model for Estimating Signal-to-Noise
Ratio in Raman Spectroscopy Measurements
of Single Cells Cultured on a Polymer Substrate
In an idealized case when optical aberrations are negligible,
a focused laser used for Raman spectroscopy excitation will
have an axial intensity distribution in the focal region
that will be diffraction-limited at best. The depth of field
in this case is defined as z¼ 2n/NA2, where n is the
refractive index of the medium,  is the wavelength of
the light, and NA the numerical aperture of the objective
lens. For Raman excitation with 785 nm lasers, z will be
between 1–2 mm when using an immersion objective with
NA¼ 1.2. For Raman measurements of fixed cells in phos-
phate buffered saline (PBS) with typical thickness 1–10 mm,
this resolution is sufficient for maximizing the amount of
total incident power which will be focused inside the cell
volume. For a cell located on a polymer substrate, this
would also mean that the undesirable signal generated
from the polymer and the aqueous solutions (culture
medium or PBS) would be minimized. However, in real
measurements z will increase because of optical aberra-
tions, thus increasing the contribution from the substrate
and PBS. Thus, the total measured Raman signal would then
contain contributions from the cell, polymer, and aqueous
solution (the contribution for the cell will decrease), as a
proportion of the incident laser will be focused outside the
cell. As polymers typically generate more intense Raman
scattering than cells, their signal would be expected to
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rapidly increase when the optical aberrations are more
pronounced.
If the spectra of the polymer and aqueous solution are
known, they can be subtracted away from the total signal to
retrieve the spectrum of the cell in principle. However,
the associated shot-noise components will remain, placing
limitations on the relative strength of the cell signals that
can be retrieved. To see this explicitly, consider SðnÞ, the
total signal measured at a Raman CCD pixel (dependent
on Raman wavenumber n), which for the case of a cell–
polymer sample can be written
SðnÞ ¼
X
i
Smeasuredi ðnÞ þNdark þNread ð1Þ
where Ndark is the CCD pixel dark current noise, Nread is
the CCD readout noise, and Smeasuredi are the measured
Raman photons originating from different materials in the
sampling region (i¼ polymer, cell, PBS, etc.). The Raman
photons can be expressed as the combination of an
idealized photon expectation value and shot noise compo-
nent, for example Smeasuredpolymer ðnÞ ¼ SidealpolymerðnÞ þNshotpolymerðnÞ,
where the shot noise Nshotpolymer can also be written as the
square root of a Poisson random number ðPoiss½xÞ gener-
ated from a distribution where Sidealpolymeris the expectation
(lambda) value, i.e., Nshotpolymer ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Poiss½Sidealpolymer
q
(likewise
for other signals). Thus, the total signal can be rewritten as
SðnÞ ¼
X
i
Sideal
i
ðnÞ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Poiss½Sideali ðnÞ
q 
þNdark þNread
ð2Þ
For broad background contributions in Raman spectra,
simple polynomial fitting is most commonly used,24 while
more recently automated routines have been developed for
removing specific background signals from a known source
using a reference input spectrum, which can be applied in
this case to remove the component Sidealpolymer and S
ideal
PBS .
25
However, the shot noise, Nshoti associated with S
ideal
i , is
inherently stochastic and thus cannot be removed deter-
ministically. This places a limit on the possibility for recovery
of the Raman spectrum of the cell. This can be seen when
considering the S/N ratio of the polymer–PBS-subtracted
spectrum for a cell–polymer system is
which is also dependent on n, as Sidealpolymer, and S
ideal
PBS vary in
intensity with Raman shift. Thus, for wavenumber bands in
which there exist large polymer/PBS Raman scattering
signals, the associated shot noise will dominate the noise
term, and the S/N ratio will be degraded. It is therefore
possible that after subtraction, bands assigned to cellular
biomolecules at positions where polymers have no bands
(thus low shot noise) should be detectable, while cell bands
that overlap strong polymer bands (high shot noise) would
be hard to detect. The minimization of the axial spread of
laser intensity, such as when using diffraction limited optics,
will achieve the maximum S/N ratio of the measured cell
spectrum as the relative strength of Sidealcell is highest with
respect to Sidealpolymer.
Spherical Aberration in Raman Microspectroscopy
of a Three-Layer System
For the Raman spectroscopy measurements of cells on poly-
mers shown in Fig. 1a and 1b, the use of the microscope
objectives in each case deviates from the ideal/intended
operating conditions. It is thus useful to predict these devi-
ations to understand current measurement limitations and
potentially suggest routes forward for improvement.
Previous work by Everall has demonstrated the need for
careful consideration of the effects of spherical aberration
in Raman microscopy.26,27 In particular, the broadening of
the laser intensity along the optical axis due to spherical
aberration is expected to result in Raman scattering from
unwanted parts of the sample, in this case the polymer
substrates and PBS. For cells cultured on PLGA measured
through quartz (using the setup in Fig. 1a), the objective is
focused away from the coverslip material to reach the
cells adhered to the polymer. For cells on PS (using the
setup in Fig. 1b), the oil immersion objective is intended
for use with 0.5–1.0mm of fused quartz (n2¼ 1.473), not PS
(n2¼ 1.579), which results in a significant refractive index
mismatch at the interface n2 $ n3 (oil immersion:
n1¼ 1.459).
In order to estimate the aberrations in each case, we
consider a model similar to that introduced by Everall,26
but extended to a three-layer system with liquid-immersion
objectives. For an objective with numerical aperture
NA ¼ n1 sin ymax ð4Þ
SNRðnÞ ¼ S
ideal
cell ðnÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Poiss SidealpolymerðnÞ
h ir
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Poiss Sidealcell ðnÞ
 q þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPoiss SidealPBS ðnÞ 
q
þNdark þNread
ð3Þ
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the maximum radius of the objective lens from which laser
illumination is possible (shown in Fig. 1c) is
rmax ¼ w NAﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n21 NA2
q ð5Þ
A ray emerging at a point rm away from the center of
the objective with angle ym1 (shown in Fig. 1c) will cross the
objective optical axis at point Pm at a depth zm below the
n2 $ n3 interface, which can be expressed as
zm ¼ a3ðmÞ
a1ðmÞ t 1
a1ðmÞ
a2ðmÞ
 
þ d
 
ð6Þ
where
akðmÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n2kn
2
1 þm2NA2 n2k  n21
 q ð7Þ
and
nk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n2k NA2
q
ð8Þ
with the label k¼ 1, 2, 3 referring to the particular material
refractive index (derivation in the Supplemental Material).
Note that in the limiting case when t! 0, n1 ! 1,
n3! n, these equations return exactly to the form
shown by Everall for a two-layer system.26
The depth of field can then be written as z ¼ z1  z0,
which using Eq. 6 becomes
z ¼ t  c31  c32½  þ d  c31 ð9Þ
where
cij ¼ ni
nj
 ni
nj
 
ð10Þ
Similar to Everall,26 in order to relate this to an axial
intensity distribution, we assume a Gaussian beam entering
the back aperture of the objective in each case, with inten-
sity described byIm ¼ I0em2=f2, with the fill factor f¼ 1
and I0 the total incident intensity. This distribution is then
weighted by m such that the axial intensity distribution is
described by m  I(m).26
These equations tell us some important things for each
measurement case. For the case of Fig. 1a, there will be a
layer of PBS between the quartz coverslip and the cells that
typically has a thickness of the order 30 mm for the
Figure 1. General schemes for approaching Raman spectroscopic measurement of cells on polymers, with (a) the case that an optically
thick/opaque polymer is used and cells are measured using a dipping or immersion objective through a coverslip, and (b) the case when a
transparent polymer is used and cells are measured directly through it using an immersion objective. (c) Parameters for ray tracing
analysis of optical aberrations in Raman excitation when using high-NA immersion objectives through a substrate material to a biological
sample (an extension of the model by Everall26,27); rmax is the maximum radius from which rays will leave the objective at the angle ymax
(related to NA); m is the fraction of rmax (radius rm) from the center of the objective (0m 1); n1 is the refractive index of the
immersion liquid, n2 the substrate, and n3 the sample; t is the substrate thickness, and w the objective working distance; d is the distance
into the sample all rays will reach (at point Pw) in the absence of refractive effects, and zm the depth a ray will travel to reach point Pm,
which originated from the objective at rm with angle ym1. The angles ym1, ym2, and ym3 can be related using Snell’s law.
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experiments described later with ovarian cancer cells on
PLGA films. This means that as n1& n3, then c31& 0, thus
there is negligible change in the depth of field as a function
of d as seen in Fig. 2a and 2b. The only remaining term
causing aberration depends on t, which can be ignored, as
the objective used for the corresponding experiment has a
coverslip correction collar (which is not accounted for in this
simple model). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the
tight axial resolution will be maintained when focusing
through 30mm of PBS to reach cells for the Raman meas-
urement. Nevertheless, the shot noise in the spectrum
would be expected to increase because of the Raman back-
ground signal of the PLGA substrate.
For the setup in Fig. 1b, when the quartz substrate is
substituted for PS of comparable thickness t, each interface
will have a refractive index mismatch leading to significant
spherical aberration. This can clearly be seen in Fig. 2b
where the axial intensity distribution is plotted for two
‘‘measurement’’ cases, chosen for d when laser intensity
distribution is at a maximum at 1 mm deep into a cell.
It can be seen that when the quartz substrate is used, an
estimated 36% of the total incident power will be focused
inside the cell, with 28% in the quartz, and remaining 36% in
the PBS. However, when substituted with a PS substrate of
the same thickness d, the spherical aberration results in a
much broader axial distribution, with only about 6% of the
Figure 2. Spherical aberration of laser intensity in the two measurement configurations obtained from Eq. 6. Curves are normalized to
be constant area (total intensity I0). Top images show the axial spread for the PLGA-cell measurements (setup in Fig. 1a) when the (a)
ideal and (b) actual (approximately 30mm deep) measurement configurations are used. Note: the objective used for these measurements
has a correction collar which will actually improve the axial spread shown here closer to the diffraction limit (parameters used: NA¼ 1.2,
n1¼ 1.33 water, n2¼ 1.473 quartz, n3¼ 1.33 PBS, t¼ 0.18mm). (c) Axial intensity distribution for the PS-cell measurements (setup in Fig.
1b) when d is varied such that the maximum of the laser intensity distribution is 1mm above the substrate into the cell (blue line: quartz
substrate, red line: PS substrate, parameters used: NA¼ 1.2, n1¼ 1.459 oil, n2¼ 1.579 polystyrene and n2¼ 1.473 quartz, n3¼ 1.4 cell,
t¼ 1mm).
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incident laser intensity focused within the cell, with 31%
focused inside the PS and 63% in the PBS. The ideal signals
from each material at each wavenumber will be propor-
tional to their respective Raman cross-sections siðnÞð Þ,
the concentration of Raman scattering moieties (ci), sam-
pling volume (Vi), and the laser intensity (Ii¼ pi  I0, where pi
is the proportion of the incident laser (I0) focused within
the labeled region)
Sideali nð Þ / si nð Þ  ci  Vi  pi  I0 ð11Þ
For the case in which the polymer and PBS shot noise
are the dominant noise contributions, Eq. 3 can be rewrit-
ten explicitly as
Equation 12 illustrates several important considerations
for maximizing SNR when measuring cells on polymers.
First, the proportion of the total incident laser intensity
focused within the cell (pcell) must be maximized, while
also minimizing (ppolymer) and (pPBS). However, it can be
seen in Fig. 2c that (ppolymer) and (pquartz) are very similar,
but in this case the major difference will be related to the
difference between spolymer nð Þ, cpolymer, and Vpolymer and
their quartz counterparts. As a practical example, consider
the phenyl ring breathing mode at 1003 cm–1, which occurs
in cellular proteins and PS but not quartz; thus, squartz
(1003) will be negligible, while spolymer (1003)&scell
(1003). However, it is reasonable to assume that the
phenyl rings present in the PS substrate will have a much
greater concentration than those present in phenylalanine
within proteins in the cell, i.e., cpolymer	 ccell. Furthermore,
although ppolymer& pquartz, the volume of the substrate
sampled (i.e., axial spread within this region) is not the
same, with Fig. 2c implying that Vpolymer 	Vquartz. For a
given substrate, si and ci will be constant, and thus the S/N
ratio can only be controlled experimentally by minimizing
both Vi and pi in the substrate. The same reasoning can also
be applied to the PBS/other aqueous solutions and also
other wavenumbers.
OVCAR3 Cells Cultured on Nanopatterned
PLGA Films
The ability of biomaterials to alter cancer cell behavior will
be influenced by their surface properties, i.e., chemical
nature of the biomaterials and surface topography.
Previous studies in the literature have been carried out
with various topographies including grooves, wells, pits,
and protrusions of diverse chemical structures.22 The
results show that cells including cancer cells respond to
nano- and micro-textured biomaterial surfaces, where
changes in cell adhesion, proliferation, orientation, alignment,
migration, and morphology were all observed. These textured
biomaterials may mimic in vivo microenvironments, and thus
enable modeling of cell–cell and cell–extracellular matrix
interactions and modulating of cell-surface interactions.
Here, we use OVCAR3 cells adhered to nanopatterned
PLGA films as an example of the setup outlined in Fig. 1a.
The PLGA films containing cells were placed on a quartz
coverslip and measured on an inverted Raman microscope
after the liquid layer between the quartz and PLGA film had
equilibrated to roughly 30 mm (typically after 20min). Maps
were acquired within 2–3 h of being seeded onto the films,
due to degradation of the PLGA structure in PBS, and were
SNR nð Þ / scell nð Þ  ccell  Vcell  pcell  I0ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Poiss spolymer nð Þ  cpolymer  Vpolymer  ppolymer  I0
 q þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPoiss sPBS nð Þ  cPBS  VPBS  pPBS  I0½ p
n o ð12Þ
Figure 3. Demonstration of background removal procedure for
a Raman map of an OVCAR3 cell on a PLGA film. (a) Example of
raw Raman map data (after cosmic ray removal, spectra plotted
with 5% transparent lines to highlight variation in the data set, 2 s
per spectrum). (b) PLGA spectrum used for library-based back-
ground subtraction (mean of five background pixels in hyperspec-
tral data set). (c) Raman map spectra after automated background
subtraction using the spectrum in (b) as a PLGA reference.
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taken with 2 s/pixel acquisition time in steps of 2 mm.
Roughly ten cells were measured on each of the samples
(non-textured and hemispherical protrusion shaped nano-
textured PLGA films).
Figure 3a shows that for certain samples, this experi-
mental configuration results in raw spectra in which
Raman bands from the cell are immediately observable
even without background subtraction. At this stage, direct
application of PCA on the raw data identifies loadings with
clear Raman features associated with cells, typically within
the first five PCs (often the second). As the spectra of
PLGA and OVCAR3 are of a similar intensity, the back-
ground subtraction process (using the reference spectrum
shown in Fig. 3b) results in spectra with minimal residual
interference from the shot noise produced by the strongest
PLGA bands at 870 cm–1 and 1450 cm–1, as can be seen in
Figure 4. (a) Control measurement of OVCAR3 measured directly on quartz with no PLGA (5 s per spectrum, 4 mm step size).
(b) OVCAR3 cells on nanotextured PLGA films measured through a quartz substrate. (c) OVCAR3 cells on non-textured PLGA
films measured through a quartz substrate. For each cell shown, the Raman map generated by band areas is shown for nucleic acids
(788 cm1), lipids (CH2, 1450 cm
–1), and protein (amide I, 1655 cm–1), with several example spectra from the indicated image locations
(after background subtraction and SVD noise-reduction) and a bright-field image (scale bars 20mm).
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Fig. 3c. Figure 4 shows that further noise reduction by sin-
gular value decomposition (SVD)–reconstruction of the
first 8–10 principal components, the OVCAR3 cell spectra
can clearly be seen against the almost flat background spec-
tra, with only relatively small residual PLGA spectral com-
ponents. After processing, the cell Raman spectra from the
PLGA surface are comparable with those of the same cells
measured on a quartz substrate (Fig. 4a).
After polymer-background correction and SVD noise
reduction, Raman maps based on band area can be obtained
to show the distribution of biomolecules in the OVCAR3
cells. In each case shown in Fig. 4, the nucleus is clearly
Figure 5. Demonstration of background removal procedure for a Raman map of an MCF-7 cell on a PS substrate. (a) Example of raw
(after cosmic ray removal) Raman map data, showing dominance of PS signal. (b) Polystyrene spectrum used for library-based back-
ground subtraction (mean of five background points on map). (c) Map spectra after automated background subtraction. (d) Latent plot of
PCA components of the data in (c). (e) Singular value decomposition noise-reduced spectra using PCs 1–20 (spectra plotted with 5%
transparent lines to highlight variation in the data set, residual PS bands are cropped to emphasize the presence of cell bands).
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Figure 6. Raman microspectroscopy of Paclitaxel-treated MCF-7 cells on PS. Band-area images of MCF-7 cells fixed after (a) 4 h with
10mM paclitaxel solution, (b) 24 h with 10mM paclitaxel solution, and (c) 24 h with 50 mM paclitaxel solution. Scale bars in all accom-
panying bright field images is 20mm.
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distinguishable from the rest of the cell using the 788 cm–1
band assigned to nucleic acids (O–P–O stretching).
The amide I band map also reveals the protein distribution
throughout the cell with low background contribution.
Even in regions where PLGA-associated bands overlap
with cell-associated bands, such as at 1450 cm–1, the cell
signal is of sufficient quality for producing low background
noise images.
These results indicate that this particular experimental
arrangement minimizes Raman sampling of the PLGA mater-
ial, with the majority of the incident laser focused within
the cell, leading to relatively high-fidelity spectra able to be
retrieved after background subtraction. This agrees well
with the assertion in the Spherical Aberration in Raman
Micro-Spectroscopy of a Three-Layer System section that
an objective with an aberration correction collar focused
several tens of micrometers into PBS will essentially have
the same axial laser intensity distribution as at the quartz
surface (see Fig. 2a and 2b).
MCF-7 Cells Cultured in Polystyrene Well-Plates
Treated with Paclitaxel
Raman microspectroscopy has previously been used for
various examples of anti-cancer drug delivery to single
cells, for both drug localization and monitoring the effects
on the cells themselves.15–17 One particular example is the
use of paclitaxel in treating breast cancer cells (MCF-7).
Paclitaxel induces tubulin polymerization, halting the cell
cycle, and causing mitotic arrest.28 Previous RMS studies
with MCF-7/paclitaxel have been performed on CaF2 sub-
strates,17 whereas here we demonstrate we can measure
the same system on PS substrates routinely used in pharma-
ceutical research.
Figure 5a shows that typically for this measurement con-
figuration, the PS spectrum overwhelms the MCF-7
cell spectrum such that it is not possible to observe the
latter directly, which is unsurprising as Fig. 2c indicates that
roughly five times more of the incident laser power is likely
to be focused within the PS than the cell due to spherical
aberration. After similar processing steps to those shown in
Fig. 3 (shown in Fig. 5b–d, see Materials and Methods for
details), some bands assigned to the MCF-7 cell spectrum
can be observed in Fig. 5e. In this case, there is significant
residual shot noise at wavenumbers containing strong PS
bands after subtraction, essentially ruling out these regions
for detection of cell Raman bands (e.g., phenyl ring breath-
ing mode at 1003 cm–1). However, Raman bands that occur
in spectral regions with weak or no PS bands are consist-
ently observable, such as the CH2 stretch, amide I, and
amide III modes. Cell-like Raman features were readily
observed for a majority of samples after applying PCA,
but often contained significant noise resulting in difficulty
for band-area imaging.
The ability to measure hyperspectral Raman images
of cells exposed anti-cancer drugs and detect early stages
of apoptosis is demonstrated in Fig. 6. For images obtained
for cells treated with lower drug concentrations and short
exposure times (4 h, 10 mM paclitaxel, Fig. 6a), the 788 cm–1
band was below the detection limit. However, at 24 h treat-
ment, for both 10 mM and 50 mM (Fig. 6b and 6c, respect-
ively), most cells were observed to have concentrated
regions of nucleic acids, particularly for concentrations of
50 mM, where a highly localized nucleic acid/protein signal
Figure 7. MCF-7 viability (measured using PrestoBlue assay, see Materials and Methods for details) for paclitaxel treatment and
DMSO/no drug controls after 24 h. * indicates P value< 0.05 (considered significant), ** indicates P-value< 0.001 (considered highly
significant).
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was observed in several cases. This is often associated with
the early stages of apoptosis where DNA condensation
occurs and lipid structures collect at the edges of cells.
DNA condensation has been previously reported in
Raman hyperspectral imaging on other cell lines,9–11 but
only for cells cultured on low-background substrates such
as MgF2 and CaF2. The results of the viability tests for
MCF-7 cells exposed to paclitaxel (shown in Fig. 7) con-
firmed a drop by 26% and 34% 24 h after treatment with
10 mM and 50 mM paclitaxel, respectively.
Although we show that high-quality hyperspectral
Raman images can be obtained for cells cultured in routine
cell culture PS plates, it is clear that these measurements
are close to the detection limit. Nevertheless, the link
between the quality of the Raman spectra and the optical
aberrations provide us scope for future improvements. The
results in Fig. 2c indicate that only pcell¼ 6% of the incident
laser power (
3 mW in this case) will actually be focused
within the cell, compared with 28% when the aberrations
are minimized by using a quartz substrate. If the measure-
ment conditions can be modified to reduce the aberration
when using the PS substrate, this would increase the frac-
tion of the laser intensity exciting the Raman scattering
by the biomolecules within the cells, leading to improved
S/N ratio Raman spectra.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated the ability to measure Raman
hyperspectral images of cells cultured on polymer sub-
strates, based on two configurations typically encountered
in biomedical sciences and engineering. The quality of the
Raman spectra, in terms of S/N ratio, obtained after the
subtraction of the Raman signal of the polymer substrate
depend on the experimental configuration, as these often
induce optical aberrations that alter the axial profile of the
laser. The Raman spectra retrieved from OVCAR3 cells on
PLGA films through a thin quartz coverslip were of suffi-
cient quality to consistently map the 788 cm–1, 1450 cm–1,
and 1655 cm–1 (nucleic acid, CH2, and amide I) bands, with
spectra of high S/N ratio routinely achievable. This config-
uration can be commonly encountered when studying the
interaction of cells with various polymer materials, such as
tissue engineering and stem cells bioengineering. The meas-
urement of MCF-7 cells cultured in PS culture plates led to
lower S/N Raman spectra of the cells, as the optical aber-
rations with much more pronounced. These aberrations
led to a higher level of shot noise caused by the strong
PS Raman bands, concomitant with a reduction in the
Raman signal from the cellular molecules caused by the
decrease laser intensity within the cell volume. Despite
these effects, many of the processed Raman hyperspectral
data sets could identify the CH2 and amide I bands, and
occasionally high concentrations of nucleic acids. This was
most evident in the case of MCF-7 cells exposed to the
anti-cancer drug paclitaxel, which is known to induce apop-
tosis. Despite the high noise level caused by the PS signal,
the induced DNA condensation associated with the early
stages of drug-induced apoptosis led to an increase in the
intensity of the 788 cm–1 Raman band, allowing mapping of
the DNA with high accuracy. Other hallmarks of apoptosis,
such as increase in lipid droplets in the cell cytoplasm, were
also observed. Both measurements are made possible by
using highly confocal detection with immersion objectives,
and an automated background removal routine that uses a
library polymer spectrum as described in Beier and
Berger.25 While it is clear that the Raman spectra of cells
measured in the presence of a polymer will always be nega-
tively affected by the noise limitations described, we have
demonstrated that it is indeed possible to retrieve useful
information relevant to biomedical applications. With these
examples it is now feasible that RMS may be used to pro-
vide complementary information for cells measured in
more complex environments than was previously thought
achievable. Furthermore, the theoretical model developed
in this paper also indicates that the measurements on cells
cultured in PS culture plates could be optimized further by
accounting for the significant refractive index mismatch of
the quartz-matched immersion oil and PS substrate in cur-
rent measurements, resulting in a tighter axial laser focus.
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